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Advantages by using data collection for the operation management
-The operation management system can be introduced to your existing facilities easily. There’s no need to modify a PLC program.
-Since you can start with 1 MONITOUCH, the system can be introduced at a low cost.
-Inputting the causes of shutoffs and defects enables more detailed analyses of the operation.
-A troublesome process will be obvious by showing the status of each process on a list all together, and that helps you improve
production lines easily.
Improve production operating rates

Grinder operation management system
It enables to grasp the status of production facilities and realizes
realizes an efficient facility improvement.
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machine shutoffs in the process.
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The operation status of each process will be collected to the
database. Analyzing these collected data helps you to figure
out the problems.
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All brand names and product names in above are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Point 1. Inputting the causes of shutoffs/defects (helpful for analyzing operating rates)
Using MONITOUCH allows you to get a clearer grasp of the operating rates and the takt time, which is one of
the purposes of the operating management.
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Input the causes of shutoffs into the database through MONITOUCH!
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Besides the alarming, many other causes of
shutoffs that are not able to be detected by
PLC will be collected in detail.
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Point 2. Monitoring all at once with the consolidated information
(useful for grasping the operation status)
Production items, scheduled/produced quantities, and details of the alarming of each process will be
displayed on a list on the main monitor. It shows a whole line status at a glance.

A large screen display

MONITOUCH screens can be seen on a larger screen
display by installing an RGB output unit (GU-02).
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By grasping the production progress and
the operating status, efficient production
instructions will be given quickly.

Free version upgrade of the configuration software V-SFT-5
The configuration software (updated version) can be downloaded from the
following website.
Website:
http://www.hakko-elec.co.jp/en/download/09vsft5/index.html#02

